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Dom Malin announces his 
sorrowful Debut EP

LISTEN >>

Dom Says

The EP is a conceptual story split into two parts. Part 1 explores the aftermath of a close relationship and follows the 
narrative and perspective of a single protagonist. The EP explores the soundscape of the passion, loss and hope of the 
questions which are never answered but felt. These inconsolable feelings create an image of a person alone, preparing 
to start again.

EYE OF THE STORM captures the final moment in a relationship when you’re tired of giving your all to someone 
who doesn't want to rebuild or work on a fragmented relationship. 

DRAMA reveals feelings of regret when moving on too quickly from a past relationship.

CAN'T SAY describes the feeling of becoming strangers to someone you had once had an emotional connection 
with (too). It’s about not being able to find the words to describe the feelings of a fractured and ending relationship.

HOLD ON ME is about wanting to move on and move away from the emotions associated with someone but finding 
it hard to let go. 

SOMEBODY ELSE  delves deeper into the narrative set by Eye of the Storm and soulfully touches on the 
vulnerability we all face at our lowest moments when the one we hold closest to our heart desires somebody else.

Indie singer-songwriter & multi-instrumentalist, 
Dom Malin puts forth an exposed and unfiltered 

account in his highly awaited upcoming EP, 
'Something Never Said.

https://soundcloud.com/dominic-malin/drama/s-rE1Chv84Ni6


About the Artist 
Dom Malin is a Midlands-based artist who has been nurturing his musical talents since acquiring his first electric guitar. After 
realising his capacity to stir emotion with his expressive songwriting style, Malin continued to hone in on his talents by 
gaining a university degree in Music and teaching in a creative music college.

His biggest release came in November 2020 with ‘Eye of the Storm’, which found Malin’s sound at its most nuanced. 2021 will 
see Malin releasing a collection of singles, alongside a conceptual and poignant EP, ‘Something Never Said.’ The highly 
awaited EP will be set in two parts, enabling his listeners to feel the emotions he brings with each track. Part 1 explores the 
themes of loneliness, heartbreak and emotional hardship and is a personal and observed account of someone having to 
start again.

Dom has proven himself an undeniable talent with the release of singles such as ‘Eye of the Storm’ & ‘Can’t Say’ which 
immediately garnered recognition from BBC Introducing Lincolnshire, becoming song of the week. This was most recently 
(January 2021) followed up by a ‘Live in Session’ performance. The EP is reminiscent of the musicianship found within the 
works of The Lumineers, Damien Rice and Ben Howard.

Artist media links:

• INSTAGRAM

• YOUTUBE

• SPOTIFY

https://www.instagram.com/dommalinmusic/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQryBcCTdP7d9bPlHVN87FQ
https://open.spotify.com/artist/4zk6DTIyESRYBrMNhI6Im7?si=jmjjria4Q_2ECxsQFT6bGA



